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other children also have a voice of their own. they have a background
voice, not just a simple voice. they have a true identity of their own, not

just a number. they have a right to be respected and treated with
equality. the instructor and the student are peers and partners in the
learning process. they learn by thinking together and by asking each
other questions, and they apply their learning to real-world problem-
solving. big needs across the world cannot be met by putting a few

global experts in a room. every problem has many causes, and we need
to know the root causes in order to find the best solutions for a

particular problem. it is important to speak out in protest of events that
disturb the peace, because this is our way of expressing our freedom of

speech and to protect it. it is important to speak out if we feel that a
law is being unjustly used against us. and it is important to speak out if
the law is used against someone else without justification. top schools

in the us and top schools in canada. asian schools in the us and top
schools in canada. we have lots of online classes and lots of live videos
featuring teachers, students, and classes from schools in cities across

the country. we also have curriculum for teachers and students to
follow to learn the best tools for teaching english. mrc language awards
are offered to the top two schools for each of the following categories:
national honor society (nhs) - best overall program (public and private)
math honor society (mhs) - best overall program (public and private)
pssa national honor society (nhs) - best overall program (public and
private) ap scholar (aps) - best overall program (public and private)
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